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Motivation

• Models for Visual Recognition 

• Supervised learning: requires data 

• This lecture: 

‣ What are some challenges? 

‣ Methods to tackle them

Canziani, Alfredo, et al. "An analysis of deep neural network models for practical applications." arXiv 2016. 
Sun, Chen, et al. "Revisiting unreasonable effectiveness of data in deep learning era." ICCV, 2017. 

He, Kaiming, et al. "Mask r-cnn." ICCV, 2017. 



Motivation

• Models for Visual Recognition 

• Supervised learning: requires data 

• Real-world 

Constant influx of real-world data 

• Supervised learning world 

Capture + annotate real-world data 

• Some challenges 

‣ Supervision/Annotation (Train-time) 

‣ Representations of data (Test-time)

Image of Visual Cortex by Mads00 CC BY-SA 4.0

"apple"



Motivation

• Models for Visual Recognition 

• Supervised learning: requires data 

• Progress in datasets to learn visual recognition 
models?

Canziani, Alfredo, et al. "An analysis of deep neural network models for practical applications." arXiv 2016. 
Sun, Chen, et al. "Revisiting unreasonable effectiveness of data in deep learning era." ICCV, 2017. 

He, Kaiming, et al. "Mask r-cnn." ICCV, 2017. 



Datasets: The Beginning

Slide credit: "Recognizing and Learning Object Categories", Li Fei-Fei, Rob Fergus, Antonio Torralba 
"CSE 590V: Computer vision seminar", Neeraj Kumar and Bryan Russell. Source.

1972

http://people.csail.mit.edu/torralba/shortCourseRLOC/
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse590v/11au/cse590v_01_datasets.pdf


The 2000s

Fei-Fei, Fergus, Perona, 2004 

Caltech 101

Griffin, Holub, Perona, 2007 

Caltech 256

Slide credit: "Recognizing and Learning Object Categories", Li Fei-Fei, Rob Fergus, Antonio Torralba 
"CSE 590V: Computer vision seminar", Neeraj Kumar and Bryan Russell. Source.

http://people.csail.mit.edu/torralba/shortCourseRLOC/
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse590v/11au/cse590v_01_datasets.pdf


The 2000s

Slide credit: "Recognizing and Learning Object Categories", Li Fei-Fei, Rob Fergus, Antonio Torralba 
"CSE 590V: Computer vision seminar", Neeraj Kumar and Bryan Russell. Source.

http://people.csail.mit.edu/torralba/shortCourseRLOC/
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse590v/11au/cse590v_01_datasets.pdf


Fei-Fei Li, Justin Johnson, Serena Yeung. Stanford cs231n

Complex Tasks



Rise of the Modern Datasets

ImageNet

14M images, 20K categories

ILSVRC
Source 

Canziani et al.

1.2M images, 1K categories

MS-COCO

Segmentation. 123K images, 80 categories

Cityscapes

Segmentation. 5K + 20K images, 30 categories

Deng, Jia, et al. "Imagenet: A large-scale hierarchical image database." CVPR, 2009. 
Lin, Tsung-Yi, et al. "Microsoft coco: Common objects in context." ECCV, 2014. 

Cordts, Marius, et al. "The cityscapes dataset for semantic urban scene understanding." CVPR, 2016.



• Train-time 

‣ Learning with Less Supervision 

‣ Active Learning, Efficient Clicking ,... 

• Test-time 

‣ Domain Shift 

‣ Out-of-Distribution, Explainability, ...

Challenges
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Learning with Less Supervision

• Supervised Learning. Train/test data:  "𝒟 = {(xi, yi)}N
i=1

Castrejon, Lluis, et al. "Annotating object instances with a polygon-rnn." CVPR, 2017. 
Cordts, Marius, et al. "The cityscapes dataset for semantic urban scene understanding." CVPR, 2016.



Crowd-sourcing Annotation

Slide credit: "Recognizing and Learning Object Categories", Li Fei-Fei, Rob Fergus, Antonio Torralba 
"CSE 590V: Computer vision seminar", Neeraj Kumar and Bryan Russell. Source.

1 cent per annotation

http://people.csail.mit.edu/torralba/shortCourseRLOC/
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse590v/11au/cse590v_01_datasets.pdf


Learning with Limited Data

• Supervised Learning. Train/test data:  "  

• Dataset collection cost 

Images = $                       
Annotations = $$$ ⟶ bottleneck 

• You get what  you pay for: 
 

 
 

• Can we do more with less supervision?

𝒟 = {(xi, yi)}N
i=1

~90 mins/image~7 mins/image

Castrejon, Lluis, et al. "Annotating object instances with a polygon-rnn." CVPR, 2017. 
Cordts, Marius, et al. "The cityscapes dataset for semantic urban scene understanding." CVPR, 2016.
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Train data
Train for 
Task A

Test on 
Task A(    =  

rand)

supervised

Lin, Tsung-Yi, et al. "Microsoft coco: Common objects in context." ECCV, 2014. 
He, Kaiming, et al. "Mask r-cnn." Proceedings of the IEEE international conference on computer vision. 2017.
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Task A



Train data
Train for 
Task A

Test on 
Task A(    =  

rand)

supervised

semi-supervised

unsupervised

• Traditionally: {supervised, semi-supervised, unsupervised} 

• But: Many other types of supervision



ImageNet	+	Deep	Learning

Beagle

-	Image	Retrieval	
-	Detection	(RCNN)	
-	Segmentation	(FCN)	
-	Depth	Estimation	
-	…

Following slides adapted from "Unsupervised Visual Representation Learning by Context Prediction" by Carl Doersch



ImageNet	+	Deep	Learning

Beagle

Pose?

Boundaries?Geometry?

Parts?
Materials?



Train data
Train for 
Task A

Test on 
Task A

Task B

Train on Train for

Task C

Task D

(    =  
rand)

supervised

pretrain

self-supervised

unsupervised

weakly-supervised

synthetic training data

semi-supervised

zero/few-shot Zero/few labels 
for some classes

Lin, Tsung-Yi, et al. "Microsoft coco: Common objects in context." ECCV, 2014. 
He, Kaiming, et al. "Mask r-cnn." ICCV, 2017.

Test A

Task B



Train data
Train for 
Task A

Test on 
Task A

Task B

Train on Train for

Task C

Task D

(    =  
rand)

supervised

pretrain

self-supervised*

unsupervised

weakly-supervised

synthetic training data

semi-supervised

zero/few-shot Zero/few labels 
for some classes

Lin, Tsung-Yi, et al. "Microsoft coco: Common objects in context." ECCV, 2014. 
He, Kaiming, et al. "Mask r-cnn." Proceedings of the IEEE international conference on computer vision. 2017.

• Task B: requires labels zi 

• Task C: Can we learn from 
context of an image y(xi)? 

• Exploits inherent structure



Self-supervised Learning



Context	as	Supervision  
[Collobert	&	Weston	2008;	Mikolov	et	al.	2013]

Deep	
Net



Word2Vec	Mikolov’13
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Figure 1: The Skip-gram model architecture. The training objective is to learn word vector representations
that are good at predicting the nearby words.

In this paper we present several extensions of the original Skip-gram model. We show that sub-
sampling of frequent words during training results in a significant speedup (around 2x - 10x), and
improves accuracy of the representations of less frequent words. In addition, we present a simpli-
fied variant of Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE) [4] for training the Skip-grammodel that results
in faster training and better vector representations for frequent words, compared to more complex
hierarchical softmax that was used in the prior work [8].

Word representations are limited by their inability to represent idiomatic phrases that are not com-
positions of the individual words. For example, “Boston Globe” is a newspaper, and so it is not a
natural combination of the meanings of “Boston” and “Globe”. Therefore, using vectors to repre-
sent the whole phrases makes the Skip-gram model considerably more expressive. Other techniques
that aim to represent meaning of sentences by composing the word vectors, such as the recursive
autoencoders [15], would also benefit from using phrase vectors instead of the word vectors.

The extension from word based to phrase based models is relatively simple. First we identify a large
number of phrases using a data-driven approach, and then we treat the phrases as individual tokens
during the training. To evaluate the quality of the phrase vectors, we developed a test set of analogi-
cal reasoning tasks that contains both words and phrases. A typical analogy pair from our test set is
“Montreal”:“Montreal Canadiens”::“Toronto”:“TorontoMaple Leafs”. It is considered to have been
answered correctly if the nearest representation to vec(“Montreal Canadiens”) - vec(“Montreal”) +
vec(“Toronto”) is vec(“Toronto Maple Leafs”).

Finally, we describe another interesting property of the Skip-gram model. We found that simple
vector addition can often produce meaningful results. For example, vec(“Russia”) + vec(“river”) is
close to vec(“Volga River”), and vec(“Germany”) + vec(“capital”) is close to vec(“Berlin”). This
compositionality suggests that a non-obvious degree of language understanding can be obtained by
using basic mathematical operations on the word vector representations.

2 The Skip-gram Model

The training objective of the Skip-gram model is to find word representations that are useful for
predicting the surrounding words in a sentence or a document. More formally, given a sequence of
training wordsw1, w2, w3, . . . , wT , the objective of the Skip-grammodel is to maximize the average
log probability

1

T

T
!

t=1

!

−c≤j≤c,j≠0

log p(wt+j |wt) (1)

where c is the size of the training context (which can be a function of the center word wt). Larger
c results in more training examples and thus can lead to a higher accuracy, at the expense of the
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Context	Prediction	for	Images

A B

? ? ?

??

? ? ?



Semantics	from	a	non-semantic	task



Randomly	Sample	Patch
Sample	Second	Patch

CNN CNN

Classifier

Relative	Position	Task
8	possible	locations



CNN CNN

Classifier

Patch	Embedding

Input Nearest	Neighbors

CNN Note:	connects	across	instances!



Siamese Architecture
• Chopra’05 “Learning a Similarity Metric Discriminatively, with 

Application to Face Verification” 
• Bromley’94 “Signature verification using a siamese time delay neural”

!29

is assessed using two measures: percentage of false accepts
and the percentage of false rejects. A good system should
minimize both measures simultaneously.
Our approach is to build a trainable system that non-

linearly maps the raw images of faces to points in a low di-
mensional space so that the distance between these points is
small if the images belong to the same person and large oth-
erwise. Learning the similarity metric is realized by train-
ing a network that consists of two identical convolutional
networks that share the same set of weights - a Siamese Ar-
chitecture [4] (see figure 1).

2.2. The energy function of the EBM

The architecture of our learning machine is given in fig-
ure 1. The details of the architecture of are given
in section 3.2.

W
Convolutional Convolutional

Figure 1. Siamese Architecture.

Let and be a pair of images shown to our learn-
ing machine. Let be a binary label of the pair, if
the images and belong to the same person (a “gen-
uine pair”) and otherwise (an “impostor pair”). Let
be the shared parameter vector that is subject to learn-

ing, and let and be the two points in the
low-dimensional space that are generated by mapping
and . Then our system can be viewed as a scalar “energy
function” that measures the compatibility be-
tween , . It is defined as

(1)

Given a genuine pair from the training set , and
an impostor pair from the training set , the ma-
chine behaves in a desirable manner if the following condi-
tion holds:

Condition 1 , such that
,

The positive number can be interpreted as a margin.
To simplify notations is written as and

as for the remainder of the paper.

2.3. Contrastive Loss Function used for Training

We assume that the loss function depends on the input
and the parameters only indirectly through the energy. Our
loss function is of the form:

where is the -th sample, which is composed
of a pair of images and a label (genuine or impostor),
is the partial loss function for a genuine pair, the par-
tial loss function for an impostor pair, and the number of
training samples. and should be designed in such a
way that the minimization of will decrease the energy of
genuine pairs and increase the energy of impostor pairs. A
simple way to achieve that is to make monotonically in-
creasing, and monotonically decreasing. However, there
is a more general set of conditions under which minimizing
will make the machine approach condition 1. Our argu-

ments are similar to those given by LeCun et al in [9]. We
will consider a training set composed of one genuine pair

with energy and one impostor pair
with energy . Let us define:

(2)

as the total loss function for the two pairs. We will assume
that is convex in its two arguments (note: we do not as-
sume convexity with respect to ). We also assume that
there exists a for single training sample such that condi-
tion 1 is satisfied. The following conditions must hold for
the loss function for all values of and .

Condition 2 The minima of should be inside
the half plane .

This condition clearly guarantees that when we minimize
with respect to , the machine is driven to a region where
the solution satisfies condition 1.
For whose minima lie at infinity (see figure 2), the

following condition is sufficient:

Condition 3 The negative of the gradient of
on the margin line has a positive dot prod-
uct with the direction [-1, 1].

To prove this, we state and prove the following theorem.



Architecture

Patch	2Patch	1

Fully	connected

Max	Pooling
LRN

Max	Pooling
LRN

Convolution
Convolution
Convolution

Convolution

Convolution

Max	Pooling

Max	Pooling
LRN

Max	Pooling
LRN

Fully	connected

Convolution
Convolution
Convolution

Convolution

Convolution

Max	Pooling

Softmax	loss

Fully	connected

Fully	connected

Tied	Weights



Avoiding	Trivial	Shortcuts

Include	a	gap

Jitter	the	patch	locations



Position	in	Image

	A	Not-So	“Trivial”	Shortcut

CN
N



Chromatic	Aberration



Chromatic	Aberration

CN
N



Ours

What	is	learned?

Input Random	Initialization ImageNet	AlexNet



Still	don’t	capture	everything
Input Ours Random	Initialization ImageNet	AlexNet

You	don’t	always	need	to	learn!
Input Ours Random	Initialization ImageNet	AlexNet



Visual	Data	Mining

…

Via	Geometric	
Verification	

Simplified	from	[Chum	et	al	2007]



Mined	from	Pascal	VOC2011



Train data
Train for 
Task A

Test on 
Task A

Task B

Train on Train for

Task C

Task D

(    =  
rand)

supervised

pretrain

self-supervised*

unsupervised

weakly-supervised

synthetic training data

semi-supervised

zero/few-shot Zero/few labels 
for some classes

Lin, Tsung-Yi, et al. "Microsoft coco: Common objects in context." ECCV, 2014. 
He, Kaiming, et al. "Mask r-cnn." Proceedings of the IEEE international conference on computer vision. 2017.

• Task B: requires labels zi 

• Task C: Can we learn from 
context of an image y(xi)? 

• Exploits inherent structure



Pre-Training	for	R-CNN

Pre-train	on	relative-position	task,	w/o	labels

[Girshick	et	al.	2014]



VOC	2007	Performance 
(pretraining	for	R-CNN)

45.6

No	PretrainingOurs	ImageNet	Labels

51.1
56.8

40.7
46.3

54.2

%
	A
ve
ra
ge
	P
re
ci
sio

n

[Krähenbühl,	Doersch,	Donahue	&	
Darrell,	“Data-dependent	

Initializations	of	CNNs”,	2015]

68.6

61.7

42.4

No	Rescaling
Krähenbühl	et	al.	2015
VGG	+	Krähenbühl	et	al.



Capturing	Geometry?



Train data
Train for 
Task A

Test on 
Task A

Task B

Train on Train for

Task C

Task D

(    =  
rand)

supervised

pretrain

self-supervised

unsupervised

weakly-supervised

synthetic training data

semi-supervised

zero/few-shot Zero/few labels 
for some classes

Lin, Tsung-Yi, et al. "Microsoft coco: Common objects in context." ECCV, 2014. 
Pathak, Deepak, et al. "Context encoders: Feature learning by inpainting." CVPR. 2016.

Task C = context prediction

bottom-right

Task C = inpainting



Train data
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Task A
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rand)
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synthetic training data

semi-supervised

zero/few-shot Zero/few labels 
for some classes

Lin, Tsung-Yi, et al. "Microsoft coco: Common objects in context." ECCV, 2014. 
Fei-Fei Li, Justin Johnson, Serena Yeung. Stanford cs231n

Task D
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Khoreva, Anna, et al. "Simple does it: Weakly supervised instance and semantic segmentation." CVPR. 2017.
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{person, 
horse}

Task A
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Exploiting Saliency for Segmenting Objects from Image Level Labels!
Seong Joon Oh1, Rodrigo Benenson1, Anna Khoreva1, Zeynep Akata1,2, Mario Fritz1, Bernt Schiele1!

 !
1Max-Planck Institute for Informatics, 2University of Amsterdam

   Motivation
•  Pixelwise annotation is expensive, while humans can 

segment objects without pixelwise supervision.
•  Image labels are cheap, but lacks sufficient information to 

solve the task: e.g. train and rail co-occurrences.
•  Need some prior knowledge on how “objects” look like.

goo.gl/KygSeb

   0. Approach : Guided Segmentation

1.  Get discriminative object locations from a image-level classifier [1,2] (seed).  
2.  Image labels alone do not give full object extent information (e.g. train and rail); we 

propose to exploit class-agnostic image-level saliency. (saliency).
3.  Combine the two sources of information (guide labels).
4.  Refine the labelling by training a segmenter (e.g. DeepLab [4]) with the guide labels. 

   References

[1] Zhou et al. Learning Deep features 
for discriminative localisation. 
CVPR’16.
[2] Kolesnikov et al. Seed, expand, 
constrain: Three principles for weakly-
supervised Image segmentation. 
ECCV’16.
[3] Cheng et al. Global contrast based 
salient region detection. TPAMI’15.
[4] Chen et al. Semantic image 
segmentation with deep convolutional 
nets and fully connected CRFs. 
ICLR’15.

Acknowledgement: Supported by 
German Research Foundation (DFG 
CRF 1223).

Combination Algorithm:
i.  Break down seed and saliency 

into connected components. 
ii.  Seeds touch saliency: diffuse 

seeds inside saliency mask.
iii.  Seed alone: label as fg. Saliency 

alone: label as bg.

   3. Guide Label : Seed + Saliency

Image GT Seed Saliency
Guide
Labels

Method Data Val 
mIoU

Test
mIoU

FS%

MIL-FCN ICLRW‘15 I+P 25.0 25.6 36.5

DCSM ECCV’16 I+P 44.1 45.1 64.2

SEC ECCV‘16 I+P 50.7 51.7 73.5

STC arXiv‘15 I+P+S+E40k 49.8 51.2 72.8

CheckMask ECCV’16 I+P+� 51.5 - -

MicroAnno BMVC‘16 I+P+� 51.9 53.2 75.7

GuideLabel I+P+S 55.7 56.7 80.6
DeepLabv1 [4] I+Pfull 67.6 70.3 100

   Task & Motivation

Learning to segment objects from 
image label annotations.
•  Cheaper than full supervision.
•  Humans can do.

Final task:
Semantic 
Labelling

!Training:
Image 
Labels

I ImageNet pretrain En n images w/ labels 

P Pascal image labels � Human in the loop

S Saliency Pfull Full supervision

  4. Semantic Segmentation Result & Comparison

Image GT Segm.

•  Image labels alone are insufficient statistic for semantic segmentation.
•  Lacking information (e.g. extent) can be provided by the “objectness” prior.
•  Use class agnostic saliency as the source of “objectness” prior.
•  First to reach 80% of full supervision, with room for improvement.

   1. Seed : Encode Image Labels

Discriminative object locations from image-level classifiers.

•  Data: Pascal images + 
image labels. 

•  Model: fully 
convolutional network + 
global average pooling 
(GAP) [1,2].

Image

GT

GAP
LowRes

GAP
HighRes

GAP
DeepLab

FG class-averaged precision-recall curves 
for GAP and Gradient based seeds.

•  Reach 80% of the fully supervised 
performance.

•  Better saliency model will further 
improve the result; oracle saliency 
gives 61.8 mIoU. 

   2. Saliency : Encode “Objectness” Prior

Foreground mask of generic object class. 

•  Data: 11k MSRA single-object 
images with boxes [3]. Only non-
Pascal classes are used for class-
genericity of the mask.

•  Model: DeepLab [4].

Training 
data

Testing 
result

Combination algorithm

i. Break seed and saliency into 
connected components.

ii. If seeds touch saliency: diffuse seeds 
inside saliency with dense CRF.

iii. If seed is alone, label as FG;
If saliency is alone, label as BG.

person
table
chair

Ground Truth

Weakly-supervised Learning: Guided Labeling
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• How to get localized information from image level annotation 
(weakly supervised)? 

• Image gradient 
• Global Average Pooling (GAP)



Figure 3: Weakly supervised object segmentation using ConvNets (Sect. 3.2). Left: images
from the test set of ILSVRC-2013. Left-middle: the corresponding saliency maps for the top-1
predicted class. Right-middle: thresholded saliency maps: blue shows the areas used to compute
the foreground colour model, cyan – background colour model, pixels shown in red are not used for
colour model estimation. Right: the resulting foreground segmentation masks.
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Deep Inside Convolutional Networks: Visualising Image Classification Models and Saliency Maps 

Karen Simonyan, Andrea Vedaldi, Andrew Zisserman 

Seed: Image Gradient



• Zhou, Bolei, et al. "Learning deep features for discriminative 
localization." CVPR 2016 

• Weakly supervised

"brushing teeth"

"cutting trees"

Seed: Global Average Pooling (GAP)
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Figure 2. Class Activation Mapping: the predicted class score is mapped back to the previous convolutional layer to generate the class

activation maps (CAMs). The CAM highlights the class-specific discriminative regions.

Here we ignore the bias term: we explicitly set the input
bias of the softmax to 0 as it has little to no impact on the
classification performance.

By plugging Fk =
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Sc, we obtain
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We define Mc as the class activation map for class c, where
each spatial element is given by

Mc(x, y) =
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kfk(x, y). (2)

Thus, Sc =
!

x,y Mc(x, y), and hence Mc(x, y) directly
indicates the importance of the activation at spatial grid
(x, y) leading to the classification of an image to class c.

Intuitively, based on prior works [34, 30], we expect each
unit to be activated by some visual pattern within its recep-
tive field. Thus fk is the map of the presence of this visual
pattern. The class activation map is simply a weighted lin-
ear sum of the presence of these visual patterns at different
spatial locations. By simply upsampling the class activa-
tion map to the size of the input image, we can identify the
image regions most relevant to the particular category.

In Fig. 3, we show some examples of the CAMs output
using the above approach. We can see that the discrimi-
native regions of the images for various classes are high-
lighted. In Fig. 4 we highlight the differences in the CAMs
for a single image when using different classes c to gener-
ate the maps. We observe that the discriminative regions
for different categories are different even for a given im-
age. This suggests that our approach works as expected.
We demonstrate this quantitatively in the sections ahead.

Figure 3. The CAMs of two classes from ILSVRC [21]. The maps

highlight the discriminative image regions used for image classifi-

cation, the head of the animal for briard and the plates in barbell.

Figure 4. Examples of the CAMs generated from the top 5 pre-

dicted categories for the given image with ground-truth as dome.

The predicted class and its score are shown above each class ac-

tivation map. We observe that the highlighted regions vary across

predicted classes e.g., dome activates the upper round part while

palace activates the lower flat part of the compound.

Global average pooling (GAP) vs global max pool-
ing (GMP): Given the prior work [16] on using GMP for
weakly supervised object localization, we believe it is im-
portant to highlight the intuitive difference between GAP
and GMP. We believe that GAP loss encourages the net-
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Intuitively, based on prior works [34, 30], we expect each
unit to be activated by some visual pattern within its recep-
tive field. Thus fk is the map of the presence of this visual
pattern. The class activation map is simply a weighted lin-
ear sum of the presence of these visual patterns at different
spatial locations. By simply upsampling the class activa-
tion map to the size of the input image, we can identify the
image regions most relevant to the particular category.

In Fig. 3, we show some examples of the CAMs output
using the above approach. We can see that the discrimi-
native regions of the images for various classes are high-
lighted. In Fig. 4 we highlight the differences in the CAMs
for a single image when using different classes c to gener-
ate the maps. We observe that the discriminative regions
for different categories are different even for a given im-
age. This suggests that our approach works as expected.
We demonstrate this quantitatively in the sections ahead.

Figure 3. The CAMs of two classes from ILSVRC [21]. The maps

highlight the discriminative image regions used for image classifi-

cation, the head of the animal for briard and the plates in barbell.

Figure 4. Examples of the CAMs generated from the top 5 pre-

dicted categories for the given image with ground-truth as dome.

The predicted class and its score are shown above each class ac-

tivation map. We observe that the highlighted regions vary across

predicted classes e.g., dome activates the upper round part while

palace activates the lower flat part of the compound.

Global average pooling (GAP) vs global max pool-
ing (GMP): Given the prior work [16] on using GMP for
weakly supervised object localization, we believe it is im-
portant to highlight the intuitive difference between GAP
and GMP. We believe that GAP loss encourages the net-
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Comparison to Gradient and Qualitative Results

GoogLeNet-GAP VGG-GAP AlexNet-GAP GoogLeNet NIN Backpro AlexNet Backpro GoogLeNet

agaric

French horn

Figure 5. Class activation maps from CNN-GAPs and the class-specific saliency map from the backpropagation methods.

Figure 6. a) Examples of localization from GoogleNet-GAP. b) Comparison of the localization from GooleNet-GAP (upper two) and

the backpropagation using AlexNet (lower two). The ground-truth boxes are in green and the predicted bounding boxes from the class

activation map are in red.

dataset as it also contains bounding box annotations allow-
ing us to evaluate our localization ability. Tbl. 4 summarizes
the results.

We find that GoogLeNet-GAP performs comparably to
existing approaches, achieving an accuracy of 63.0% when
using the full image without any bounding box annotations
for both train and test. When using bounding box anno-
tations, this accuracy increases to 70.5%. Now, given the
localization ability of our network, we can use a similar ap-
proach as Sec. 3.2 (i.e., thresholding) to first identify bird
bounding boxes in both the train and test sets. We then use
GoogLeNet-GAP to extract features again from the crops
inside the bounding box, for training and testing. We find
that this improves the performance considerably to 67.8%.
This localization ability is particularly important for fine-
grained recognition as the distinctions between the cate-
gories are subtle and having a more focused image crop
allows for better discrimination.

Further, we find that GoogLeNet-GAP is able to accu-
rately localize the bird in 41.0% of the images under the
0.5 intersection over union (IoU) criterion, as compared to
a chance performance of 5.5%. We visualize some exam-
ples in Fig. 7. This further validates the localization ability
of our approach.

4.2. Pattern Discovery

In this section, we explore whether our technique can
identify common elements or patterns in images beyond

Table 4. Fine-grained classification performance on CUB200

dataset. GoogLeNet-GAP can successfully localize important im-

age crops, boosting classification performance.

Methods Train/Test Anno. Accuracy

GoogLeNet-GAP on full image n/a 63.0%
GoogLeNet-GAP on crop n/a 67.8%
GoogLeNet-GAP on BBox BBox 70.5%

Alignments [7] n/a 53.6%
Alignments [7] BBox 67.0%
DPD [32] BBox+Parts 51.0%
DeCAF+DPD [3] BBox+Parts 65.0%
PANDA R-CNN [31] BBox+Parts 76.4%

Figure 7. CAMs and the inferred bounding boxes (in red) for se-

lected images from four bird categories in CUB200. In Sec. 4.1 we

quantitatively evaluate the quality of the bounding boxes (41.0%

accuracy for 0.5 IoU). We find that extracting GoogLeNet-GAP

features in these CAM bounding boxes and re-training the SVM

improves bird classification accuracy by about 5% (Tbl. 4).

objects, such as text or high-level concepts. Given a set
of images containing a common concept, we want to iden-
tify which regions our network recognizes as being impor-
tant and if this corresponds to the input pattern. We fol-
low a similar approach as before: we train a linear SVM on
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Table 5. Classification accuracy on representative scene and object datasets for different deep features.

SUN397 MIT Indoor67 Scene15 SUN Attribute Caltech101 Caltech256 Action40 Event8

fc7 from AlexNet 42.61 56.79 84.23 84.23 87.22 67.23 54.92 94.42
ave pool from GoogLeNet 51.68 66.63 88.02 92.85 92.05 78.99 72.03 95.42
gap from GoogLeNet-GAP 51.31 66.61 88.30 92.21 91.98 78.07 70.62 95.00

Fixing a carCleaning the floor Cooking TeapotMushroom Penguin

Stanford Action40 Caltech256

RowingPolo

UIUC Event8

CroquetPlayground

SUN397

ExcavationBanquet hall

Figure 8. Generic discriminative localization using our GoogLeNet-GAP deep features. We show 2 images each from 3 classes for 4

datasets, and their class activation maps below them. We observe that the discriminative regions of the images are often highlighted e.g., in

Stanford Action40, the mop is localized for cleaning the floor, while for cooking the pan and bowl are localized and similar observations

can be made in other datasets. This demonstrates the generic localization ability of our deep features.

the GAP layer of the GoogLeNet-GAP network and apply
the CAM technique to identify important regions. We con-
ducted three pattern discovery experiments using our deep
features. The results are summarized below. Note that in
this case, we do not have train and test splits − we just use
our CNN for visual pattern discovery.

Discovering informative objects in the scenes: We
take 10 scene categories from the SUN dataset [28] contain-
ing at least 200 fully annotated images, resulting in a total
of 4675 fully annotated images. We train a one-vs-all linear
SVM for each scene category and compute the CAMs using
the weights of the linear SVM. In Fig. 9 we plot the CAM
for the predicted scene category and list the top 6 objects
that most frequently overlap with the high CAM activation
regions for two scene categories. We observe that the high
activation regions frequently correspond to objects indica-
tive of the particular scene category.

Concept localization in weakly labeled images: Us-
ing the hard-negative mining algorithm from [33], we learn
concept detectors and apply our CAM technique to local-
ize concepts in the image. To train a concept detector for
a short phrase, the positive set consists of images that con-
tain the short phrase in their text caption, and the negative
set is composed of randomly selected images without any
relevant words in their text caption. In Fig. 10, we visualize
the top ranked images and CAMs for two concept detec-
tors. Note that CAM localizes the informative regions for

Informative object:
sink:0.84
faucet:0.80
countertop:0.80
toilet:0.72
bathtub:0.70
towel:0.54

Informative object:
table:0.96
chair:0.85
chandelier:0.80
plate:0.73
vase:0.69
flowers:0.63

Dining room Bathroom
Frequent object:
wall:0.99
chair:0.98
floor:0.98
table:0.98
ceiling:0.75
window:73

Frequent object:
wall: 1
floor:0.85
sink: 0.77
faucet:0.74
mirror:0.62
bathtub:0.56

Figure 9. Informative objects for two scene categories. For the din-

ing room and bathroom categories, we show examples of original

images (top), and list of the 6 most frequent objects in that scene

category with the corresponding frequency of appearance. At the

bottom: the CAMs and a list of the 6 objects that most frequently

overlap with the high activation regions.

the concepts, even though the phrases are much more ab-
stract than typical object names.

Weakly supervised text detector: We train a weakly su-
pervised text detector using 350 Google StreetView images
containing text from the SVT dataset [26] as the positive set
and randomly sampled images from outdoor scene images
in the SUN dataset [28] as the negative set. As shown in
Fig. 11, our approach highlights the text accurately without
using bounding box annotations.

Interpreting visual question answering: We use our
approach and localizable deep feature in the baseline pro-
posed in [36] for visual question answering. It has overall
accuracy 55.89% on the test-standard in the Open-Ended
track. As shown in Fig. 12, our approach highlights the im-
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   Motivation
•  Pixelwise annotation is expensive, while humans can 

segment objects without pixelwise supervision.
•  Image labels are cheap, but lacks sufficient information to 

solve the task: e.g. train and rail co-occurrences.
•  Need some prior knowledge on how “objects” look like.
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   0. Approach : Guided Segmentation

1.  Get discriminative object locations from a image-level classifier [1,2] (seed).  
2.  Image labels alone do not give full object extent information (e.g. train and rail); we 

propose to exploit class-agnostic image-level saliency. (saliency).
3.  Combine the two sources of information (guide labels).
4.  Refine the labelling by training a segmenter (e.g. DeepLab [4]) with the guide labels. 
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Combination Algorithm:
i.  Break down seed and saliency 

into connected components. 
ii.  Seeds touch saliency: diffuse 

seeds inside saliency mask.
iii.  Seed alone: label as fg. Saliency 

alone: label as bg.

   3. Guide Label : Seed + Saliency

Image GT Seed Saliency
Guide
Labels

Method Data Val 
mIoU

Test
mIoU

FS%

MIL-FCN ICLRW‘15 I+P 25.0 25.6 36.5

DCSM ECCV’16 I+P 44.1 45.1 64.2

SEC ECCV‘16 I+P 50.7 51.7 73.5

STC arXiv‘15 I+P+S+E40k 49.8 51.2 72.8

CheckMask ECCV’16 I+P+� 51.5 - -

MicroAnno BMVC‘16 I+P+� 51.9 53.2 75.7

GuideLabel I+P+S 55.7 56.7 80.6
DeepLabv1 [4] I+Pfull 67.6 70.3 100

   Task & Motivation

Learning to segment objects from 
image label annotations.
•  Cheaper than full supervision.
•  Humans can do.

Final task:
Semantic 
Labelling

!Training:
Image 
Labels

I ImageNet pretrain En n images w/ labels 

P Pascal image labels � Human in the loop

S Saliency Pfull Full supervision

  4. Semantic Segmentation Result & Comparison

Image GT Segm.

•  Image labels alone are insufficient statistic for semantic segmentation.
•  Lacking information (e.g. extent) can be provided by the “objectness” prior.
•  Use class agnostic saliency as the source of “objectness” prior.
•  First to reach 80% of full supervision, with room for improvement.

   1. Seed : Encode Image Labels

Discriminative object locations from image-level classifiers.

•  Data: Pascal images + 
image labels. 

•  Model: fully 
convolutional network + 
global average pooling 
(GAP) [1,2].

Image

GT

GAP
LowRes

GAP
HighRes

GAP
DeepLab

FG class-averaged precision-recall curves 
for GAP and Gradient based seeds.

•  Reach 80% of the fully supervised 
performance.

•  Better saliency model will further 
improve the result; oracle saliency 
gives 61.8 mIoU. 

   2. Saliency : Encode “Objectness” Prior

Foreground mask of generic object class. 

•  Data: 11k MSRA single-object 
images with boxes [3]. Only non-
Pascal classes are used for class-
genericity of the mask.

•  Model: DeepLab [4].

Training 
data

Testing 
result

Combination algorithm

i. Break seed and saliency into 
connected components.

ii. If seeds touch saliency: diffuse seeds 
inside saliency with dense CRF.

iii. If seed is alone, label as FG;
If saliency is alone, label as BG.
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   1. Seed : Encode Image Labels

Discriminative object locations from image-level classifiers.

•  Data: Pascal images + 
image labels. 

•  Model: fully 
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global average pooling 
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Train data
Train for 
Task A
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Task A
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Task D

(    =  
rand)

supervised

pretrain

self-supervised

unsupervised

weakly-supervised

synthetic training data

semi-supervised

zero/few-shot Zero/few labels 
for some classes

Lin, Tsung-Yi, et al. "Microsoft coco: Common objects in context." ECCV, 2014. 
Khoreva, Anna, et al. "Simple does it: Weakly supervised instance and semantic segmentation." CVPR. 2017.

or 
{person, 
horse}
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synthetic training data

semi-supervised

zero/few-shot Zero/few labels 
for some classes

Butler, Daniel J., et al. "A naturalistic open source movie for optical flow evaluation." ECCV 2012.
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supervised
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self-supervised

unsupervised

weakly-supervised

synthetic training data

semi-supervised

zero/few-shot Zero/few labels 
for some classes

Iscen, Ahmet, et al. "Label propagation for deep semi-supervised learning." CVPR 2019.



Train data
Train for 
Task A

Test on 
Task A

Task B

Train on Train for

Task C

Task D

(    =  
rand)

supervised

pretrain

self-supervised

unsupervised

weakly-supervised

synthetic training data

semi-supervised

zero/few-shot Zero/few labels 
for some classes

Akata, Zeynep, et al. "Label-embedding for image classification." TPAMI 2016.

State-of-the-art for Scarce Labeled Data

Embed classes in a Euclidean space with side information

zebra

whale

white

black

IMAGES IMAGE
FEATURES

CLASS
ATTRIBUTES

CLASS
LABELS

[Akata et al. CVPR’13, Akata et al. TPAMI’15,
Akata et al. CVPR’15]
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• Train-time 

‣ Learning with Less Supervision 

‣ Active Learning, Efficient Clicking ,... 

• Test-time 

‣ Domain Shift 

‣ Out-of-Distribution, Explainability, ...

Challenges



Many other challenges

• Supervised Learning

Slide credit: “Active Learning” Piyush Rai. Source.

https://www.cs.utah.edu/~piyush/teaching/10-11-slides.pdf
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Many other challenges

• Active Learning: Which data to label?

Slide credit: “Active Learning” Piyush Rai. Source.

https://www.cs.utah.edu/~piyush/teaching/10-11-slides.pdf


Many other challenges

• Active Learning: Which data to label? 

• Uncertainty-based approaches: Select sample x* that the current model 𝜃 
is most uncertain about 

• Some typical measures:

Slide credit: “Active Learning” Piyush Rai. Source.

https://www.cs.utah.edu/~piyush/teaching/10-11-slides.pdf


Many other challenges

• Active Learning: Which data to label? 

• Efficient clicking: How to minimize #clicks for annotation?

Papadopoulos, Dim P., et al. "Extreme clicking for efficient object annotation." ICCV. 2017.

Conventional Efficient Clicks



Many other challenges

• Active Learning: Which data to label? 

• Efficient clicking: How to minimize #clicks for annotation? 

• Label Noise: How to learn in presence of noisy labels? 

• …



• Train-time 

‣ Learning with Less Supervision 

‣ Active Learning, Efficient Clicking ,... 

• Test-time 

‣ Domain Shift 

‣ Out-of-Distribution, Explainability, ...

Challenges



Datasets for Visual Recognition

• In Machine Learning 

Dataset is the world 

• In Visual Recognition 

Dataset is a representation of the world 

• Want: dataset = good representation of the world 

• When training models (e.g., CNNs), we are training on/for this 
representation

Slides adapted from: "Unbiased Look at Dataset Bias", Torralba and Efros 
Torralba, Antonio, and Alexei A. Efros. "Unbiased look at dataset bias." CVPR 2011

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse590v/11au/cse590v_01_datasets.pdf


__ Caltech 101  
__ Caltech 256  
__ MSRC  
__ UIUC cars  
__ Tiny Images  
__ Corel  
__ PASCAL 2007  
__ LabelMe  
__ COIL-100  
__ ImageNet  
__ 15 Scenes  
__ SUN’09 

Game 1: Name That Dataset

People: 75% correct

Slides adapted from: "Unbiased Look at Dataset Bias", Torralba and Efros 
Torralba, Antonio, and Alexei A. Efros. "Unbiased look at dataset bias." CVPR 2011

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse590v/11au/cse590v_01_datasets.pdf


Game 1: Name That Dataset

People: 75% correct 
SVMs: 39% correct

• If datasets similarly represent the visual world, this should not be 
possible 

• Do models learn dataset-specific representations?
Slides adapted from: "Unbiased Look at Dataset Bias", Torralba and Efros 

Torralba, Antonio, and Alexei A. Efros. "Unbiased look at dataset bias." CVPR 2011

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse590v/11au/cse590v_01_datasets.pdf


Game 2: Measuring Dataset Bias

• Severe 

• Undesirable: Want models to 
generalize across other 
"representations" of the visual world

Slides adapted from: "Unbiased Look at Dataset Bias", Torralba and Efros 
Torralba, Antonio, and Alexei A. Efros. "Unbiased look at dataset bias." CVPR 2011

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse590v/11au/cse590v_01_datasets.pdf


Selection Bias: Sampling "Paris" images
Flickr Bing

Google Street View Aloysha Efros



Bias sources
• Sampling Bias: People like to take photos on vacation

• Photographer Bias: People want photographs to be interesting

Slides adapted from: "Unbiased Look at Dataset Bias", Torralba and Efros 
Torralba, Antonio, and Alexei A. Efros. "Unbiased look at dataset bias." CVPR 2011

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse590v/11au/cse590v_01_datasets.pdf


Bias sources
• Social Bias: People like special moments

"100 Special Moments"  
by Jason Salavon

Slides adapted from: "Unbiased Look at Dataset Bias", Torralba and Efros 
Torralba, Antonio, and Alexei A. Efros. "Unbiased look at dataset bias." CVPR 2011

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse590v/11au/cse590v_01_datasets.pdf


In the Deep Learning Era

Train on Cityscapes Test on Cityscapes

Hoffman, Judy, et al. "Fcns in the wild: Pixel-level adversarial and constraint-based adaptation." arXiv 2016 
Slides adapted from: Saenko, Kate. "Domain adaptation for deep learning". Source.

http://www.eecs.umich.edu/eecs/pdfs/events/4142.pdf


(Trained on Cityscapes.) 

Test on San Francisco dashcam.

Hoffman, Judy, et al. "Fcns in the wild: Pixel-level adversarial and constraint-based adaptation." arXiv 2016 
Slides adapted from: Saenko, Kate. "Domain adaptation for deep learning". Source.

In the Deep Learning Era

http://www.eecs.umich.edu/eecs/pdfs/events/4142.pdf


Domain Adaptation

Slides adapted from: Saenko, Kate. "Domain adaptation for deep learning". Source. 
Yaroslav Ganin, Victor Lempitsky. "Unsupervised Domain Adaptation by Backpropagation". Source.

• Broader goal: Adapt from source domain to target domain 

• Want: Neural network that works well on target domain

source target source target

source target source target

http://www.eecs.umich.edu/eecs/pdfs/events/4142.pdf
file:///Users/mbk-12-64/Downloads/icml2015_ganin_domain_adaptation_01.pdf


Domain Adaptation

Slides adapted from: Saenko, Kate. "Domain adaptation for deep learning". Source.

• Typical assumption

http://www.eecs.umich.edu/eecs/pdfs/events/4142.pdf
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How to train? Gradient Reversal Layer (GRL)
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Saddle Point Interpretation

Slides adapted from: Yaroslav Ganin, Victor Lempitsky. "Unsupervised Domain Adaptation by Backpropagation", ICML 2015. Source.

file:///Users/mbk-12-64/Downloads/icml2015_ganin_domain_adaptation_01.pdf


Workflow Overview

Slides adapted from: Yaroslav Ganin, Victor Lempitsky. "Unsupervised Domain Adaptation by Backpropagation", ICML 2015. Source.

file:///Users/mbk-12-64/Downloads/icml2015_ganin_domain_adaptation_01.pdf


Workflow Overview
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The Office Dataset

Slides adapted from: Yaroslav Ganin, Victor Lempitsky. "Unsupervised Domain Adaptation by Backpropagation", ICML 2015. Source.

file:///Users/mbk-12-64/Downloads/icml2015_ganin_domain_adaptation_01.pdf


The Office Dataset

Slides adapted from: Yaroslav Ganin, Victor Lempitsky. "Unsupervised Domain Adaptation by Backpropagation", ICML 2015. Source.

file:///Users/mbk-12-64/Downloads/icml2015_ganin_domain_adaptation_01.pdf


Synthetic to Real

Slides adapted from: Yaroslav Ganin, Victor Lempitsky. "Unsupervised Domain Adaptation by Backpropagation", ICML 2015. Source.

file:///Users/mbk-12-64/Downloads/icml2015_ganin_domain_adaptation_01.pdf


Larger Domain Shift

Slides adapted from: Yaroslav Ganin, Victor Lempitsky. "Unsupervised Domain Adaptation by Backpropagation", ICML 2015. Source.

file:///Users/mbk-12-64/Downloads/icml2015_ganin_domain_adaptation_01.pdf
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Many other challenges

• Confidence Calibration

Guo, Chuan, et al. "On calibration of modern neural networks." ICML, 2017.



Many other challenges

• Confidence Calibration 

• High-confidence predictions far away from 
training data 

Hein, Matthias et al. "Why ReLU networks yield high-confidence predictions far away from the training data and how to mitigate the problem." CVPR, 2019.



Many other challenges

• Confidence Calibration 

• High-confidence predictions far away from 
training data  

• High-confidence predictions close to test 
image (Adversarial example)

Goodfellow, Ian J et al. "Explaining and harnessing adversarial examples." ICLR 2015.



Many other challenges

• Confidence Calibration 

• High-confidence predictions far away from 
training data  

• High-confidence predictions close to test 
image (Adversarial example) 

• Out-of-distribution predictions

Orekondy, Tribhuvanesh, Bernt Schiele, and Mario Fritz. "Knockoff nets: Stealing functionality of black-box models." CVPR 2019.

Knockoff CNN 
(Model stealing)

Harris Sparrow: 0.41

Frigate bird: 0.06


Bronzed Cowbird: 0.05

Harris Sparrow: 0.73

Gadwall: 0.08


Tree Sparrow: 0.06

Bird-classification 
CNN


